Introduction
The Cryogenic
On It will provide test data to validate analytical models for the storage, supply, acquisition and transfer of LH 2 in space. These validated models will then be used to develop design criteria for subcritical
In the NASA Lewis in-house spacecraft design, which is described in this paper (Fig. 1 One of the earliest and most critical decisions in the in-house feasibility study was the selection of the spacecraftattitudewhile in orbit. Attitude selectionhas a critical impact on the thermal performance of the three LH 2 experiment tanks on COLD-SAT. This impact isdue to the absorbtion of incident on-orbit solar, earth albedo and earth infrared thermal radiation fluxes by the tank surfaces.
The largest of these tanks is called the Supply Tank, which will be the only one filled with LH 2 upon launch. This tank will provide the necessary fluid for performing experiments not only within itself, but also to the two other, smaller, receiver tanks.
Thermal performance of the COLD-SAT Supply Tank is characterized by two major design goals:
(1) a total radiation and conduction heat flux on the pressure vessel (PV) and (2) a flux variation uniformity criteria at any location on the PV surface. Both of these criteria, which are quantified later, are necessary to meet the initial condition for performing the Class I active and passive pressure control experimentation. The first design goal also reduces parasitic boiloff losses from the tank to within 0.32 percent per day. This low boiloff will conserve LH 2 for the 8-month active life of the spacecraft.
Uniformity is important because a vacuum-jacket or a vapor-cooled shield has not been included in the design. was decided to route all wiring and plumbing lines on the plumbing tray that will be located on the spacecraft "cold" side. This tray will be conductively isolated from the spacecraft structure, and will be radiatively cooled to space to achieve as low a temperature as possible.
The support struts, however, have to be distributed around the tank to achieve a uniform support configuration which precludes the possibility of connecting the struts to the longerons only on the "cold" side. As explained later, the thermal control of the longerons is designed to minimize their temperature, thereby reducing strut leakage. A similar approach is used for the purge diaphragm outer layer of the tank MLI itself.
With these quasi-inertial attitudes as the optimum thermal orientation for the cryogenic tankage, two specific attitudes were considered, as indicated in A third attitude in which the same sideof the spacecraftcontinuously facesthe earth was discounted. This was due to the necessity of includingarticulating arrays along with their inherentconcerns as describedearlier.
S_u_l_!y Tank Module Description
The Supply Tank module (Fig. 4) weighs 1696 lb and consists of the following:
(1) a LH 2 PV which supplies fluid to other subsystem components, (2) an MLI assembly to shield the tank from heat gains and provide a more uniform heat flux to the tank, (3) a GHe purge system for ground purging of the PV surface and the MLI, (4) a radiator plumbing tray to support plumbing and wiring harnesses and to act as a heat sink for the penetrations before enteringthe tank, (5) a gaseous hydrogen (GH_) system forvaporizing LH 2 to be used for pressurized transfers, (6) a GHe pressurantsystem as an additionalsource for the Supply and receivertanks, (7)a vent panel and HX which allows venting gas to warm before being expelledfrom the system, (8 It is supported by eight fiberglass struts, four fore and four aft,which attach to the girthrings symmetrically around the circumferencefrom the module longerons. The tank containsinstrumentation rakes for monitoring temperatures and pressuresand determining fluidlevels, and a LAD for withdrawing liquidfrom the two-phase fluidinsidethe PV under low-gravity. On the externalwail of the PV are sixcold valve panels mounted directly to the tank, fouron the forward dome and two on the aft. The followingaxe the forward dome plumbing penetra- The support rings are hung off the cylindrical portion of the MLI "can."
The relief valves are attached to the aft support rings.
The purge diaphragm alsohas two ascent vent doors which are offsetfrom the doors in the MLI GHe will be introduced near the top or forward end of the purge diaphragm for ground purging. A positive pressure of between 0.1 and 0.3 psid will be maintained.
Burst pressure of the diaphragm is estimated to be 0.5 psid. Two relief valves located near the bottom or aft end will be set at 0.4 psid to protect the diaphragm from rupture.
Plumbing tray:-The plumbing tray islocated justoutside the spacecraftstructureon the "cold" sideuntil itapproaches the Bay number 2, after which itruns insidethe spacecraftstructureon its way to the receiver tanks. The AL 6 061 tray containsthe plumbing and wiring harnesses with sufficientspace for contractionand expansion bends. Its purpose isto allow the penetrationsto get as cold as possiblebefore they enter the MLI and tank surface.
Six support brackets are welded to crossmembers of the spacecraftstructure.The tray is attached to the bracketswith SS boltsand G-10 fiberglass spacers in an attempt to thermally isolate the tray from the spacecraft. One of the key requirements of the pressure control experiment is to quantify the heat input into the contained LH 2 in the Supply Tank, and to have the capability of selecting the heat input at three known, uniform preset levels of 0.1, 0.3 and 0.6 Btu/hr-ft 2. These levels are representative of heating rates for an on-orbitlong term cryogen storage depot, a space based transfer vehicleand earthto-orbit resupply tanker,respectively. Since itis requiredthat the heat flux be variableand accuratelyknown over the range describedabove, only known thermal controlcoatingsand surfacefinishes can be applied to the inner facesheetof the MLI "can" and the PV surface.By doing so, emissivities willbe accuratelyknown for the calculation of the radiant heat input to the tank. The "can" temperature,along with the temperature gradientsof the :-necessaryconductive paths to the tank (plumbing lines, strutsand wiring),willallow an accurate predictionof the heat input into the LH2 tank.
To be able to accurately maintain the lowest required flux level of 0.1 Btu/hr-ft 2, it was decided to have a tank thermal design goal of less than 0.1 Btu/hour-ft 2, so that additional heat may be provided by heaters to bring up the flux to the required level.
As a goal, the conductive component was required to be less than 10 percent of the total radiant heating of the PV for the lowest heat flux imposed.
Although uniformity of flux variation
around the surface of the PV was not quantified, it was accepted as a design goal to achieve a less than 
Module Thermal Design
The honeycomb "can", described above, supports the MLI blankets and a purge diaphragm system and acts as a radiation shield to which all the penetrations _e thermally shorted to minimize conductive parasitic heat leaks into the PV. Radiative and conductive heat leaks through the MLI also are intercepted by the "can", which being made from highly conductive AI, rapidly diffuses the heat to achieve a nearly ("3°F) uniform temperature all
around. This provides a uniform radiative heat transfer to the PV, which is a requirement of the pressure control experiment. Consequently, a relatively low degradation factor of 1.5 has been used for the MLI in the thermal
analysis.
The MLI "can" is supported by sleeves attached to the PV support struts. These sleeves are designed to distribute the load of the "can", the MLI and purge diaphragm over the 8 struts. The sleeve also thermally grounds the struts to the MLI "can", thereby shunting heat into the "can" instead of the PV. All plumbing, harnesses and struts were assumed to make a perfect thermal short with the outer facesheet before proceeding to the PV. Table 1 gives the A/L ratios from the "can" outer facesheet to the PV, as modeled, and the locations of the penetrations. Lateral conduction for the purge diaphragm and the MLI blankets were neglected, but lateral conduction in the "can" facesheets and core have been included.
Transverse conduction from the outer facesheet to the core and from the core to the inner facesheet, and intra-facesheet radiationwere modelled from Ref. 5, where heat exchange acrossthe "can" is given by:
where Q is the rate of heat transfer per unit area, k is thermal conductivity, AA is the core material cross-sectional area for conduction, AA/A 1 is solidity, P.. is the core height, T 1 and T 2 are the temperature of facesheets 1 and 2, )_ is the ratio of core height to celt diameter, _ is emissivity, ff is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and subscript A is for air. The effect of conduction through the air in the cells can be neglected for orbital conditions. This equation was easily modelled as radiation and conduction conductors in the SINDM85 conductor data block. The MLI was modeled using the blanket thermal conductance equation developed and verified from the IRAS and COBE dewars6: k = 0.045_ (T_ + T2c)(Th ÷ Tc)/(2n + 1) ÷ 1.5xi0 -6 mW/cm-K where T h and T c are the boundary temperatures and n isthe number of layers. A factorof 1.5 was applied to account fordegradation due to compression,penetrationgaps and edge effects, using a 60 layer,1 in.blanket. Cross sectionalareas for all plumbing lineswere calculatedusing the ANSI B31.3 code. Cross sectionalarea forthe strutswas : :
obtained from Ref. 7 for a S-901 glass/Epon 828 strutfor a 175 ft 3 LH z tank. Conductivity of the strutwas reported by Lockheed 7 to fitthe curve:
whereT is thetemperature of thestrut. Temperaturedependent properties forall materials were modeled. Transient runs using implicit forward backward finite differencing for each of the two attitudes "A" and "B", with the Beta angles of 0°and 41°respectively, were performed for 100 orbits in order to determine temperatures and flux results after equilibrium conditions had been reached.
Results and Discussion
For establishing spacecraft attitude dependent heat leaks into the tank, it is important to determine the hot boundary condition for each of the sources of parasitic heat leaks: purge diaphragm for the MLI, longerons for the struts and the plumbing tray for the wiring and plumbing. Analysis results for the cases of interest are presented in Fig. 6 for the purge diaphragm where the surface temperature is plotted versus orbital time.
Since the diaphragm was modeled as 14 nodes for achieving enough accuracy in the thermal model, for presentation purposes, a nodal area-weighted average surface temperature was calculated as shown.
It can be seen that the attitude "A" for a p = 0 a has the lowest temperature due to the blocking of the solar flux by the aft end of the spacecraft. This temperature increases for the fl = 41°case and goes to the extreme warmest for the attitude "B", fl = 0°and 41°cases, since the sun is now impinging more broadside on the Supply Tank. The temperature profile for the attitude "B", fl = 41°is slightly higher at its peak than the fl = 0°case. It can be surmised that this may be due to the forward end of the purge diaphragm being heated through the central cavity of the Electronics
Bay number 2 at this high Beta angle. It may also be due to higher radiation contribution from the front MLI of the Bay number 1.
The profiles for the average temperature of the eight longerons and also the plumbing tray was found to be constant.
These values are tabulated in Table 2 . For the attitude "A", _ = 0°, due to the lack of solar flux, both the longerons and tray were identical at -110°F. However, as the sun angle goes to fl = 41°, the longeron average temperature rises to -44°F, but since the tray is on the antl-sun or "cold" side, it remains at a stable -106°F. Temperatures for both components increase tremendously for the attitude "B".
It was found that due to the high conduction of the honeycomb material (AI), temperature of the inner and outer faeesheets and the core are identical. For determining the uniformity in variation of flux, Table 3 Table 4 . Here, it can be seen that for all attitudes, the total conduction is less than 10 percent of the total radiation, thereby meeting the thermal performance requirements.
Conclusions
For the Supply Tank, the purge diaphragm Based on these background heat fluxes, boiloff rates will range from1 lb/day(0.18percent/day) to 1.6 lb/day(0.28 percent/day).
This provides a boiloff rate low enough to conserve LH 2 for the 6-month period, for all attitudes.
All attitude cases meet the thermal performance criteria of total heat flux, uniformity and total conduction. In attitude "A", additional benefits can be obtained by using excess ELV capability to achieve a lower orbit inclination, which will lower the flux even further. , 15
